Look exunckly like the Big Friendly Giant

You will need: two paper plates, pen or pencil, ruler, scissors, glue, hair band, string, paints, paintbrush.

1. Grab two jumbly big paper plates
   Find a nice straight ruler and a pencil. Draw a line about one third of the way in from the edge and then make two more lines extending to the edge of the plate – look at the photo to help you.

2. Get your ears in shape
   Cut around the lines, to leave a rectangular tab. The main part of the plate should be taking shape as your Big Friendly Giant ears.

3. Get going with the glue
   Cover the tabs with glue and wrap them nice and tight around each side of a hair band. Press your pinkies down on them and hold them as the glue dries.

4. Be sure to keep your hair on!
   Cut some pieces of string and tie them nice and tight to the top of your hair band. It’s hair-raising stuff!

5. It’s perfect for painting
   Mix up some paint to match your skin tone. Paint one side of your ears and then let them dry – then you’ll be all set to paint the back too. Be sure to paint your string!